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CERTIFICATION OF SPACE TRANSPORTATION PROPULSION SYSTEMS:
* IS COSTLY.
* IS TIME CONSUMING.
*: IS DIFFICULT DUE TO UNCERTAINTIES IN ACTUAL OPERATING CONDITIONS.
NEEDS TO BE REPEATED FOR:
- MODIFICATIONS TO EXISTING SYSTEMS.
- UPDA TED CHANGES IN OPERA TING CONDITIONS.
896
CERTIFICATION: STATE-OF-THE-ART
* CERTIFICATION OFPROPULSION SYSTEMS IS DONE ON THE BASIS OF."
- MEETING LIMIT LOAD CONDITIONS.
- AVAILABILITY OF TECHNOLOGY BASE THAT CAN BE SAFELY EXTRAPOLATED
WITHIN THE LIMITS.
THE RELIANCE IS ON
- DETERMINISTIC STRUCTURAL RESPONSE.
- EXTENSIVE TESTING FOR VERIFICATION.
- PROOF TESTING FOR CERTIFICATION.
* THE CERTIFICATION METHODOLOGY PROVIDESLITTLE GUIDANCE FOR
HEAL TH MONITORING.
DETERMINISTIC CERTIFICATION METHODS: STATE-OF-THE-ART
CURRENT DESIGNS ARE BASED ON DETERMINISTIC STRUCTURAL ANAL YSIS WITH





























PROBABILISTIC SIMULATION IS THE RATIONAL ALTERNATIVE IN
THE ABSENCE OF TRADITIONAL TECHNO.LOGY BASE FOR






PROBABILISTIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS METHODS
ON-GOING PROGRAMS AT NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
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Add component _k.essessment capability
o State-el.the-art method
o Incorporate uncertainties in a multi/actor interaction equation/or material
strength degradation
o Probabilistic nonlinear _onstitutive relationships
Add system ilsk assessment capability
o Fault tree concepts
o Global model concepts
Develop qualilication/certi/ication capability
o Incorporate structural fracture concepts
o Ptobabilistic progressive {ractur-e
o Probabilistlc life/durability






FOR MULTI-LEVEL pROBABILISTICALL Y SIMULA TED CERTIFIC,4 T/ON OF PROPULSION SYSTEMS
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS NEED TO BE DEVELOPED FOR CONDUCTING PROBABILISTIC
ANALYSES AT VARIOUS LEVELS OF THE SYSTEM ( SUB-COMPONENT, COMPONENT, SYSTEM ).
SMART DECISION-ORIENTED CODES NEED TO BE DEVELOPED FOR AUTOMATED, FA_T, AND
EFFICIENT PROBABlUSTIC ANALYSIS AT ALL LEVELS OF THE SYSTEM.
* AUTOMATED SELF-ADAPTIVE CODES NEED TO BE DEVELOPED FOR PERFORMING GLOBAL/
LOCAL NONLINEAR ANALYSES.
A GLOBAL/LOCAL DAMAGE INITIATION LIBRARY IS NEEDED WITH CAPABILITY FOR
AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION OF APPLICABLE DAMAGE INITIATION MECHANISMS.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGIES NEED TO BE DEVELOPED FOR PROBABILISTIC ASSESSMENT
OF PROGRESSIVE DAMAGE GROWTH AND GLOBAL/LOCAL DAMAGE COALESCING.
RISK MODELS NEED TO BE DEVELOPED FOR PROBABILISTICALLY QUANTIFYING
RELIABILITY, RISK, AND COST.
SIMULATION METHODS ARE NEEDED FOR DEVELOPING DATA/RESULTS REQUIRED FOR
SYSTEM VERIFICATION.
* PROBABILISTIC METHODS NEED TO DEVELOPED FOR DETERMINING CRITERIA AND
SELECTING MINIMUM NUMBER OF TESTS REQUIRED FOR SYSTEM VERIFICATION.
* METHODOLOGIES ARE NEEDED FOR SYSTEM VERIFICATION USING EXISTING/NEW
TECHNIQUES/EQUIPMENT.
* QUANTIFIABLE CERTIFICATION CRITERIA MUST BE DEVELOPED. PROBABILISTIC
SIMULATION WILL ACCOMPLISH THIS GOAL
* MATHODOLOGIES NEED TO BE DEVELOPED FOR HEALTH MONITORING BASED ON
PROBABILISTICALLY QUANTIFIED RFLIABILITY AND RISK,
PROPOSED PROGRAM
MAJOR OBJECTIVE:
SOFTWARE SYSTEM TO PROBABILISTICALLY SIMULATE CERTIFICATION OF
SPACE TRANSPORTATION PROPULSION STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS.
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CERTIFICATION OF PROPULSION SYSTEMS
OBJECTIVE: Automated software packages for multi-level system probabUistic
structural integrity, progressive damage and risk analyses required
for testing, verification, certification and guidance for health
monitoring of propulsion systems.
JUSTIFICATION: Propulsion systems are presently certified based on deterministic
structural analysis, local failure models, a large experimental
database, and gradually increasing confidence based on qualitative
judgement and continually increasing in-flight experience. This
results in certification of designs which do not account for realistic
load, material characteristics and responses. Such a practice is
very expensive and inefficient. An economically attractive alternate
based on modelling for actual operating conditions is by probabilistic
analysis.
APPROACH: Research will be conducted to develop efficient, automated, cost-
effective probabilistic structural analysis methods. The research
activities will consist of (1) telescopic analysis capability for analyzing
propulsion systems at various structural detail levels, automatically
with a minimum number of system parameters, (2) smart solver
codes for efficient solutions with automated identification of minimum
number of degrees of freedom required to capture the physics of
the system, (3) automated nonlinear global/local structural analysis
with user-independent decision making for solution of nonlinearities
and damage-critical areas, (4) damage initiation library for identifying
material/structure/load-specific damage sites/types, (5) damage
growth and pattern for predicting site and type of failure, (6) risk
models for predicting cost reliability insurance, (7) simulation
methods for generating data/results required for verification, (8)
criteria and test selection for identification of suitable minimum
experiments, (9) verification using existing systems, (10) certification
based on quantifiable reliability and risk levels, and (11) guidance
for health monitoring based on probabilistically quantified risk.
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* MULTI-INSTITUTION PARTICIPANT DEVELOPMENT.
(DIFFERENT INSTITUTIONS DEVELOP DIFFERENT PARTS.)
* ANNUAL RELEASES WITH PROGRESSIVE SOPHISTICATION CAPABILITY.
* WORKSHOPS FOR NEW CAPABILITY USER INSTRUCTIONS.
* EARLY-ON ADAPTATION INTO PRELIMINARY AND FINAL DESIGN ENVIRONMENTS.
VERIFICATION/COMPARISON WITH PAST DESIGN AND FIELD EXPERIENCE
AT USERS FACILITY.
FORMATION OF PARTICIPANTS' USERS GROUP.
* FORMATION OF SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE INSTITUTION.
SUMMARY
CER T/F/CA T/ON OF SPACE TRANSPORTA T/ON PROPUL S/ON 5 fS TEMS."
* ISSUES:
- COST/rIME/ACTUAL OPERATING CONDITIONS.
STATE-OF-THE-ART
- CERTIFICATION/DETERMINISTIC METHODS/PROBABILISTIC STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS METHODS.
NEEDS IDENTIFIED
- PROBABILISTIC METHODS FOR UNCERTAINTIES IN LOADING/STRUCTURE/
MATERIAIJDAMAGE/FABRICATION.
- PROBABILISTIC RISK MODELS/TEST SELECTION/VERIFICATION/
CERTIFICATION.




- OBJECTIVE: PROBABILISTICALLY SIMULATED CERTIFICATION.
- JUSTIFICATION: ACTUAL OPERATING CONDITIONS/QUANTIFIABLE RISK/
DECISION-ORIENTED SMART CODES/LESS COST/
GUIDANCE FOR HEALTH MONITORING•
- APPROACH: 11 RESEARCH ACTIVITIES.
- TIME SCHEDULE AND RESOURCES: $25M OVER A 5-YEAR PERIOD.
* IMPLEMENTATION
- INCORPORATION INTO A DESIGN ENVIRONMENT.
- EDUCATION TO USERS.
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• TIME OR CYCLE LIFE
• UNDERLYING
REL_B!U .TY.
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MULTI-LEVEL PROBABILISTICALLY SIMULATED CERTIFICATION OF PROPULSION SYSTEMS
OBJECTIVE: AUTOMATED SOFTWARE PACKAGES FOR INTEGRATED SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE MULTI-LEVEL
PROBABILISTIC STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY, PROGRESSIVE DAMAGE AND RISK'ANALYSES
REQUIRED FOR CERTIFICATION AND HEALTH MONITPRING OF PROPULSION SYSTEMS•




- GUIDANCE FOR HEALTH MONITORING
912
PROPOSED PROGRAM (CONTINUED)
MULTI-LEVEL PROBABILISTICALLY SIMULATED CERTIFICATION OF PROPULSION SYSTEMS
APPROACH: - TELE._COPIG ANALYSIS CAPABILrrY
- SMART SOLv_-RCODES
- AUTOMATEDNONLINEAR GLOBAL/LOCAL STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
- DAMAGE INITIATION LIBRARY
- DAMAGE GROWTH AND PATTERN
- RISK MODELS
- SIMULATION METHODS FOR VERIFICATION
- CRITERIA AND TEST SELECTION
- VERIFICATION USING EXISTING SYSTEMS
- CERTIFICATION
- HEALTH MONITORING
RESOURCES: $26M OVER A 8-YEAR PERIOD
PROPOSED PROGRAM





AUTOMATED SOFTWARE PACKAGES FOR INTEGnATED SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE MULTI-LEVEL
PROBABILISTIC STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY, PROGRESSIVE DAMAGE AND RISK ANALYSES
REQUIRED FOR CERTIFICATION AND HEALTH MONITPRING OF PROPULSION SYSTEMS.




- GUIDANCE FOR HEALTH MONITORING
- TELESCOPIC ANALYSIS CAPABILITY
- SMART SOLVER CODES
- AUTOMATED NONLINEAR GLOBAL/LOCAL STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
- DAMAGE INITIATION LIBRARY
- DAMAGE GROWTH AND PATTERN
- RISK MODELS
- _IMULATION METHODS FOR VERIFiCATiON
- CRITERIA AND TEST SELECTION
- VERIFICATION USING EXISTING SYSTEMS
- CERTIFICATION
- HEALTH MONITORING
$26M OVER A 5-YEAR pERIOD
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